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By Jerry Burgener, Jerry Burgener Dr Jerry Burgener

iUniverse, United States, 2010. Paperback. Book Condition: New.
226 x 152 mm. Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print
on Demand *****.In this sequel to the novel Desert Journey, Jerry
Burgener continues studying the spiritual lessons provided by his
American Indian spirit guide, Tom, as he chronicles his
incredible journey to understand life and relationships and why
we choose one lover over another. Again basing his story on true
events, Jerry returns to Tom s mountain retreat near Apache
Junction, Arizona, expecting sympathy and understanding from
Tom when he relays that his fiance has cheated on him with an
ex-boyfriend. Instead, Tom calmly states, Everything is perfect
and as it should be. Jerry soon realizes he has to relearn many
lessons Tom taught him on the very same mountaintop a year
earlier and then must achieve a whole new level of
understanding in order to find inner peace. As Jerry struggles to
comprehend his need to constantly be immersed in a
relationship, Tom challenges him to find his place in the universe
and uses past life regression to help Jerry understand how his
actions provide consequences beyond his current life.
Superstition Mountain provides a perfect backdrop as Tom
continues...
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ReviewsReviews

This book may be really worth a read through, and far better than other. it was actually writtern extremely completely
and valuable. I am just very easily will get a satisfaction of looking at a published ebook.
-- Lillie Toy-- Lillie Toy

It is easy in read through easier to fully grasp. it had been writtern very completely and useful. I am pleased to let you
know that here is the greatest book we have read during my personal life and could be he very best book for possibly.
-- Miss Ma r g e Jer de-- Miss Ma r g e Jer de
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